Bartlett Gives Move Blessing

Senate Strips Justice Courts’ Power

By BILL DUNGAN

With one vote to spare, the Senate passed a bill Wednesday that would strip the power of the 31 judges in the powerful state’s district courts.

The measure, authored by Sen. Anthony Manwel of Puebla, is a attempt to limit the judiciary’s autonomy by allowing the governor to appoint judges to the bench.

The bill was approved by a 35-25 vote, with 25 votes needed to pass.

Although not grappling specifically on the measure passed by the Senate, Gov. Don Redmond said it should be reviewed by the Joint Legislative Committee.

The bill would allow for a review of judges’ decisions and could potentially result in the removal of judges deemed unsuitable.

City Hall Provides Lighting

A plan for more adequate lighting in the city was presented to the City Council on Monday night. The plan includes the installation of 30 new light posts along the main streets of the city.

The installations will also serve as a source of income for the city, as the new lights will be financed through a levy on property taxes.

Rain, Hail Fall in City

Clouds and rain moved over the city on Monday evening, causing several localized flooding incidents in the low-lying areas.

The rain was expected to continue through the night, with the possibility of hail in some areas.

Tatum’s Parents Face Jail Threat

Negroes Plan To Retaliate

Showdown In School Fight Near Norman Campus

Traffic Kills Norman Man

FCC Considers Case
ABC-ITT Merger Approval Delayed

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - The Federal Communications Commission is set to consider whether to approve the proposed merger of ABC with ITT Corp., a move that would create a giant media company.

The FCC is scheduled to hear arguments on the proposed merger on Monday. The agency has been examining the merger for more than a year and has already received a large number of comments from the public.

ABC-ITT Merger

The proposed merger would create a company with a combined market value of about $4 billion. The new company would be controlled by ABC's parent company, the Hearst Corp., which would own 80 percent of the new company.

The merger has been opposed by several consumer groups and some members of Congress, who have expressed concern about the potential impact on competition and the news media.

New Storm in Chicago

A powerful storm swept through Chicago on Sunday, causing widespread power outages and delaying flights at O'Hare International Airport.

The storm, which included high winds and heavy rain, hit the city just as the city was recovering from a severe flooding last week. The latest storm caused power outages in several parts of the city, including the Loop and the South Side.

The storm also caused delays at O'Hare, where some flights were canceled and others were delayed.

OU Grad, Coed Arrested

On Marijuana Charges

A University of Oklahoma student, who is a coed, has been arrested on charges of marijuana possession.

The student, who was a third-year student at the time of the arrest, was caught with a small amount of marijuana in his possession.

The student has been suspended from the university and faces expulsion proceedings.

Traffic

Traffic on the streets of Norman, Okla., has been heavy due to the university's spring break.

Many students are traveling to their homes for the holiday, and the traffic on the streets has been congested.

Court Boots Liquor Case

A state court in Oklahoma has ruled against a liquor store in an ongoing case.

The store, located in Norman, had been challenging a state law that prohibits the sale of alcohol on Sundays.

The court ruled that the law was constitutional and ordered the store to comply with the law.

Navy Blue, Angel Killed

An Angel, who was a navy blue, was shot and killed in a stabbing incident in Oklahoma City.

The Angel was walking on a street in the Hawthorne Park area of the city when he was approached by a group of men, who stabbed him to death.

The incident is being investigated as a murder.

Tree Falls, Kills Elderly

An elderly woman was killed when a tree fell on her car in Oklahoma City.

The woman was driving her car down a street in the city when a tree fell onto it, crushing her to death.

The incident is being investigated as a hit-and-run.

Hit-And-Run

A man was arrested in connection with a hit-and-run incident in Oklahoma City.

The incident occurred when the man drove his car into the back of another vehicle, causing it to crash into a tree.

The man drove off after the accident and was later arrested.

New Storm in Chicago

A storm swept through Chicago on Sunday, causing widespread power outages and delaying flights at O'Hare International Airport.

The storm, which included high winds and heavy rain, hit the city just as the city was recovering from a severe flooding last week. The latest storm caused power outages in several parts of the city, including the Loop and the South Side.

The storm also caused delays at O'Hare, where some flights were canceled and others were delayed.

Bursar

A bursar at the University of Oklahoma has been arrested on charges of embezzlement.

The bursar, who worked in the university's financial aid office, is accused of挪移$500,000 from the university's accounts.

The incident is being investigated by the FBI.

Save Now On Home Improvement Materials

NO PAYMENTS 'TIL JUNE

MONTGOMERY WARD

134.88 electric garage door opener
99
SALE: 28.99

SAVE ON WARDS GALVANIZED CUTTING

$149

Wards Finest 10x20 ft. Aluminum Patio Cover
$99

3-Piece White Bathroom Set
$99

COLOR BATH SETS

136.99

ECONOMY SHOWER STALL

119

MONTGOMERY WARD
Editorials

Tightening Up On The Lobbyists

The proliferation of the last few years of supplementation of interest groups and business organizations seems to indicate the growth of interest in the activities of a lobbyist. However, the procedures for overseeing the activities of lobbyists is in the process of being tightened up.

State Editors Say

Soledly Broke

Billy Graham

My Answer

Thoughts

Johns Bargain Stores

JOHNS

FIRST QUALITY LADIES ACRYLIC SHELLS •
HAIR SPRAY •
FIRST QUALITY

STATE DRY IRON

Presto

$7.65

RUBEN

STEAM

GIRLS

TIN FLAT TOPS

2 FOR 56¢

COMP. USE FALLS

2 FOR 69¢

BOYS SHIRTS

CHINOS

RUBEN

2 FOR 35¢

BOYS SLASHS

2 FOR 29¢

FACTORY DISTRIBUTING CO

231 N.W. 6th • 3405 S.E. 29th

WHERE YOU BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
Minimum Wage Standard Increases Pay Of 4.7 Million Workers

WARD'S FINEST CARPET
Style House Acrilan® or 501® Carpet Installed With Sponge Cushion!

FAST DELIVERY FROM
WARDS WAREHOUSE TO YOUR HOME AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

9 88
Sq. Yd.

INSTALLED WITH CUSHION
REG. 13.88 SQ. YD.

STYLEHOUSE Acrilan CPC-Acrilan's a grade to our rigid standards. In our exclusive colors to match all Ward's furnishings. From past to present.

ESTHETE Tip-shaded and cut-and-loop pattern brings out the full beauty of Acrilan's vibrant pile, 17 colors, 12 styles.

RIDGEWOOD 501® CARPET
Widely graced with soft pile design in denoting loop pile of continuous filament nylon: 12 solids, 4 tweeds.

ELMHURST 501® CARPET
Three beautiful patterns: sculptured in delightful pile of long-lasting continuous filament nylon: 8 colors.

Custom made-to-measure draperies
30% OFF ANY SIZE BUY NOW!

Now! Save '50 on Wards rustic 3-pc. room group
INCLUIDES SOFA, HI-BACK AND LO-BACK CHAIRS
Matching trun and end tables also in rustic look. Wards five hundred dollars off your total cost. Full sized Reg. 189.95

MOR. THURS. Fri. 10-9 TUE. WED. SAT. 10-6

WARD'S PENN SQUARE
Ward PSU Expressway

Vandalism Is Problem
MWC Police Chief Asks Youth For Help

Y DRIVE GETS FAST START

Total Reported
Hits $22,150

Public Works
Group Forming

Eichling Heads
De Molay Club

The Journal's Gallery of Fame
In Appreciation For Recent Service Or Benefaction

Greve At Plant
Ancestor Tracing Tips Given

City School Menus

Midwest City Menus

Price: 25¢

The Journal

Outdoors

by W. J. NICHOLS

November 1972

Ancestors Revealed

City School Menus

Midwest City Menus

Price: 25¢

SAVE!

MORE AT HUMPTY!

COLD TABLETS

Coricidin

100 VALUE

25¢

15¢

Hair Spray

Right Guard

Similac

Vitamin C

Aspirin

Curlers

Cream Of Wheat

20% DISCOUNT

ON ALL YOUR
PHOTOFINISHING

TOP VALUE STAMPS!

A.C. OR CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

A.C. or Champion Spark Plugs
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PUBLIC NOTICE

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

TODAY ONLY! FEBRUARY 2
UNCLAIMED LAY-AWAYS - FLOOR SAMPLES
ODD & ENDS - SCRATCH & DENT - 1-OF-A-KIND
DISCONTINUED APPLIANCES & FURNITURE

MORE THAN EVER BEFORE!

- NO LAY-AWAYS
- NO HOLD ORDERS
- ALL ITEMS SOLD "AS-IS"
- ALL CARRY FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
- NO MONEY DOWN

Nationally Known Brand Names

APPLIANCES
- 15 REFRIGERATORS
- 7 FREEZERS
- 12 GAS & ELECTRIC RANGES
- 22 WASHERS & DRYERS
- 14 AIR CONDITIONERS
- 5 EVAPORATIVE COOLERS
- 176 WASHING MACHINES
- 17 CABINETS
- BLACK & WHITE TV
- 8 CONSOLES - 55 PORTABLES

COLOR TV
- 27 COLOR SETS

STEREO
- 15 CONSOLES

FURNITURE
- 121 LIVING ROOM SOFAS
- 73 LIVING ROOM CHAIRS
- 37 LA-Z-BOY RECLINERS
- 11 BEDROOM SUITES
- 41 ODD BEDS - ALL SIZES
- 5 TRUNDLE BEDS

SALE STORES NOW SELLING FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES

SHOP EARLY
FOR BEST SELECTION

THESE ITEMS ARE LIMITED!
AT BOTH OF OUR STORES

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

74th & S. PENN.
SOUTHERN HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
SALE STARTS AT 9 A.M.
9 P.M. - THURSDAY ONLY!

12 EAST 15th St.
EDMOND PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
February 25, 1967

**New Satellite For Saturn?**

*By Cape A. McLeod, 13th AFRICAN AMERICAN*  

Current political pressure—"realize your dream and get black into space"—will be in the background when Mr. & Mrs. A. G. G. Humiston of 7209 N. 38th St., present a paper entitled "Going to Saturn in Space" tomorrow evening at the Cosmos Club, 3000 M St. N.W. The audience will be asked to choose the best paper presented at the club's 90th anniversary meeting on March 15.

**Iris Society Lecture Slated Friday**

*By Cape A. McLeod, 13th AFRICAN AMERICAN*  

February 25, 1967

The Iris Society of Washington, D.C., will honor Mrs. F. L. Johnson, 6217 7th St. N.W., at a dinner to be held at Anthony's Restaurant, 1320 17th St. N.W., at 8 p.m. tomorrow evening. Mrs. Johnson has been a member of the society for 25 years.

**Look What $1 Will Buy**

*By Cape A. McLeod, 13th AFRICAN AMERICAN*  

($1.00) at Anthony's

"You'll like it because it's Simple"

Homespun Cottons

38"-45" Wide Dress and Sport Fabrics

36"-45" Cotton Dress and Sportswear Prints

A beautiful collection of colors, patterns and wide variety of weaves

Exceptional quality at low prices, all the popular new patterns and colors are here

Colorful New Cotton Prints

50"-62" wide. First Quality at Big Savings

This new collection of handsome cotton prints, is the perfect touch for your next autumn outfit. These designs feature a wide range of colors and patterns, making them ideal for any occasion. Whether you're looking for a casual day dress or an elegant evening gown, these fabrics have something for everyone. With their soft hand and comfortable drape, these cottons are sure to be a hit this season. Order yours today and enjoy the beauty and versatility of these stunning new prints.
SAVE 50% AND MORE ON 461 ROLLS OF LABELED NYLON CARPET

YOUR CHOICE $4.99 SQ. YD. WITH FREE PAD

YOU CAN CHOOSE ANY CARPET SHOWN IN ANY COLOR AND BUY IT FOR A FRACTION OF IT'S TRUE RETAIL VALUE

HERE'S WHY WE FEEL SO SURE WE CAN SAVE YOU OVER 50% ON ANY PIECE OF THIS CARPET!

We were convinced by the world's largest carpet talking mail and offered their stock of 15 of their labeled nylon carpets at a savings of 50% off their regular retail cost.

We counter offered one price per yard for all 15 regardless of its usual retail cost. Our reasoning was to be able to offer the entire purchase on your choice basis to make some of the most fantastic carpet prices ever seen.

Some patterns had as many as 60 rolls and 7 colors, others had as little as 5 in 2 colors, but all in all you will see the biggest assortment of nylon carpet in patterns and colors that you are ever going to see if you come to Evans today.

BONUS! BONUS! BONUS! FREE CARPET CUSHION

Not just any pad but a brand new foam pad and you will get one pad for every $1 spent on purchase of carpet whether you choose 20 or 200 rolls. A 36" x 60" carpet that is already assembled into the pad comes at a saving of 50/80 or more.

YOUR CHOICE

4.99 SQ. YD.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY

HERE'S THE MOST EXCITING PART OF THIS CARPET OFFER

Every woman who goes shopping always picks the most expensive of anything, until she's your choice. Forget about picking out a carpet that might be more than you want to pay. Get all the savings and style you want for a great offer because we are offering a 45x290 curly plush or a 110.95 soft twist twist that will only go to cost you $69.95 a square yard over the carpet cushion is going to be free.

SNACK AIDS

February Entertaining

Fancy Fare For Party Brunch

Bacon and eggs Mornay ideal for brunch fare

For Your Next Luncheon

The Chicken

City Life

FOOD SECTION

Shop With Your Shopping List!
Physical Fitness Program 'An Absolute Necessity'

Set Up For Two

Cosmetic, nail, toothbrush, toothpaste, towel, shaving cream, deodorant, soap, and a razor.

10¢ SALE

FRESH BLACK EYED PEAS
POUR AND BEANS
SPLIT PEA SOUP
SPINACH - MUSTARD GREENS
PORK AND BEANS
TOASTED CORN=
SWEET POTATO
AGREE TO BEET
CRIMSON BEET"

TROPICAL FRUIT SALAD

10¢

Banana

10¢

Grape Drink

10¢

TOP VALUE STAMPS!

Welcome To the Store where You

1421 S. AIR DEPOT &
111 N. MID. AMER. BLVD.

10¢

Why Pay More?

Smoked Ham

39¢

Bologna

39¢

Smoked Salmon

29¢

Bartlett Pears

29¢

P‘Nut Butter

89¢

Shortening

59¢

Why Pay More?

Margarine

15¢

Dressing

33¢

Catsup

27¢

Mustard

19¢

Green Peppers

15¢

Cabbage

8¢

Apples

10¢

Oranges

5¢

Potatoes

20¢

Why Pay More?

Toasted Buns

1¢

Shrimp cocktail

10¢

Razor Blades

39¢

Anacin

77¢

Shampoo

49¢

Traminicin

88¢

Bath Oil

49¢

Why Pay More?

10¢

Big Giants

2.99

WESLEYAN BOWLING TOURNAMENT

2.99

ASSORTED CRUSHED AND CROWNED VEGETABLES

9¢

2121 SOUTH PORTLAND
Hopes High For Crown

'Fasching' Fete Slated Feb. 11

'Satchmo' Makes Sweet Sounds

Boy Scouts Set Theme

'Slow Down,' Champ Urges

University Trio Concert Stated

Oklahoma City Events Calendar

OU Slates Talk Series

City Marine Is 'Honorman' Of Recruit Training Group

St. Pat Day Plans Made
City Manager Paul Rice is shown presenting key to the new Bethany Police Headquarters building to Police Chief Fletcher McAlpine as other members of the department look on. The building, exterior of which is shown in other photo, was dedicated Sunday.

Philosophy Program Started At Central State

Bethany CC Names Heads

Jobs Show Increase

Rose Growing Lecture Tonight

Mountaineer Queen
Ancestor Tracing Tips Given

By FIONA DELMONT

Ancestors Revealed:

The family history is a document of the past and, as such, is filled with stories of failures as well as successes. And while we are all familiar with the families who rose to prominence and became household names, it is often the families who face adversity and overcome it that are the most inspiring. These stories can be found in the archives of genealogical societies, local libraries, and even in the memories of your own family members.

The best place to start with researching your family history is by asking questions. Talk to your parents, grandparents, aunts, and uncles about their childhoods and the stories they remember. This can provide valuable insights into your family's past.

In addition to family interviews, there are a variety of resources available online that can help you trace your family tree. Genealogy websites such as Ancestry.com and FamilySearch.org offer access to a vast database of records, including birth, death, and marriage certificates, census records, and military records.

Another helpful tool is the use of DNA testing. DNA testing can help you connect with distant relatives who share your ancestry. Many genealogy websites offer DNA testing services, and there are also independent companies that specialize in this type of testing.

Remember, the goal of family history research is to uncover the stories of your ancestors and use them to inspire you in your own life. It is a journey that can lead to unexpected discoveries and a deeper understanding of your family's history.
Spirit Week Big Success

In Cokes,...

Edmond High News

Band Students Promote Trip

Basketball Queen Candidate Picked

Northeast High News

Clubs Nominate 'Royalty' Choice

Antique it yourself

New Satellite For Saturn?

February Skies—-

Iris Society Lecture Slated Friday

LOOK WHAT $1 WILL BUY

Homespun Cottons

38"-45" Wide Dress and Sport Fabrics

36"-45" Cotton Dress and Sportswear Prints

Colorful New Cotton Prints

First State Bank

Tate's

Caston

Lumber Company

PAINTS & WALLPAPERS

In your service.

Check it out and...

Anthony's FABRICS

111 W. MAIN

ST. PAUL

244-2480

and

214-9060

Argyle

The new Anthony's fabric line

Start with a new look today!
SAVE 50% AND MORE ON 461 ROLLS OF LABELED NYLON CARPET

YOUR CHOICE $4.99 SQ. YD. WITH FREE PAD

ROLLED LOOP PILE

CORKY SKINNY HI-LO

CORKY UPHOLSTERED PLAIN

DANGLED LOOP PILE

TIP SHEARED PATTERN

YOU CAN CHOOSE ANY CARPET SHOWN IN ANY COLOR AND BUY IT FOR A FRACTION OF IT'S TRUE RETAIL VALUE

HERE'S WHY WE FEEL SO SURE WE CAN SAVE YOU OVER 50% ON ANY PIECE OF THIS CARPET!

We were contacted by the world's largest carpet manufacturing mills and offered their stock of 15 of their labeled nylon carpets at a sizable discount off of their regular mill cost.

We counter offered one price per yard for all of it regardless of its regular cost. Our reason was to be able to offer this entire purchase on your choice basis to make some of the most fantastic carpet prices ever made.

Some patterns had as many as 60 rolls and 7 colors each had as little as 5 in 2 colors, but all in all you will see the biggest assortment of nylon carpet in patterns and colors that you are ever going to see in your house when you call Evans today.

BONUS! BONUS! BONUS! FREE CARPET CUSHION

The same price on a beautiful cushion from your own store. They will give you the same deal on new or used. A little extra in the same store and the same price on the same day.

TAKES MONTHS TO PAY

HERE'S THE MOST EXCITING PART OF THIS CARPET OFFER

Every woman who goes shopping always finds the most expensive of all stores would love our carpet for free. With this offer you can buy it in any store and the carpet will be yours for free. It is 25% off of the regular cost and the customer will get it for free.

Shop With Your Shopping List!

February Entertaining

Foxy Fare for Party Brunch

Bacon and Eggs Mornay provides gratitude large here for a hot delicious cheese sauce can be made ahead and kept warm. Party brunch without having to bother the kitchen is the hit. With a hot casserole dish to brighten the breakfast and eggs, you're done. The back yard party.

City Life

FOOD SECTION

CHERRIES on national cherry pie day, the Ivory Snow Company is rolling out a special cherry pie. It's called the "Ivory Snow Cherry Pie." It's a deep-dish cherry pie with a flaky crust and a sweet cherry filling.

Snack Aids Active Child

With so many snacks available, it's important to choose healthy options. Here are some ideas for snacks that are both tasty and nutritious.

- Fruits like apples, bananas, or oranges
- Vegetables with hummus or cheese
- Nuts or seeds
- Greek yogurt with berries

For Your Next Picnic

Plan for the picnic with your family! Gather the ingredients, choose a location, and have a good time!
Oil Romance Is Historic

By Homer Goodson

Jill Hickman and her husband, Jim, recently celebrated their silver wedding anniversary. They have been married for 25 years, and their romance is as strong as ever.

125 Attend 'Y' Rally

President Eisenhower recently visited the United States, and the president 'Y' rally was held in his honor. The event was a great success, and many people attended.

Cityans Lead Group

Mayor Green recently announced the formation of a new city group, and many citizens have joined.

Northside 'Y' Program Varied

A new program has been started at the Northside 'Y,' and it is very popular.

Student Pros Invade Cities

A group of students recently visited different cities, and they were very impressed.

Governor Given Book

Governor Smith recently received a book as a gift, and he was very happy.

Del Monte Cuts Out Snippets

Del Monte is offering a new product, and it is very popular.

Hams 39¢

Hams are now available for 39¢, and they are very tasty.

BANANAS 10¢

Bannanas are now available for 10¢, and they are very ripe.

Upholstery

Upholstery is now available at 39¢, and it is very good quality.

DUMPTY DUMPTY

Dumpty Dumpty had a great sale, and it was very successful.

STOCK YOUR FREEZER AND SAVE DURING HUMPTY'S FREEZER SALE!

FRESH SOUTH AMERICAN GOLDEN Ripe

Bananas 10¢

SOUTH AMERICAN ORANGES 5¢

PLUMS 6¢

FAISAN 15¢

FRESH CABBAGE 8¢

MIXED NUTS 3¢

PIZZA BOX 9¢

PIZZA CRUST 7¢
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Need Seen For Water Pollution Commission

There is no water pollution commission. There is a Water Pollution Control Board, which is an executive agency of the state to develop, maintain, and recommend standards for the state, along with other duties to prevent, control, reduce, and eliminate water pollution. This agency oversees permits, and issues guidelines to prevent contamination. The goal of the agency is to protect and improve water quality for health and human use, and safeguard aquatic life. They coordinate with municipalities, industries, and other entities to achieve their goals. 

High Interest ‘Disastrous’ To Farm Income

Rising interest rates can be disastrous to farmers. The high cost can lead to an inability to pay for necessary expenses such as feed, fuel, labor, and equipment. This can cause a decrease in profitability and negatively impact successful farming. Interest rate increases can also affect the ability to obtain loans, and can cause smaller farms to struggle financially. Additionally, it can cause consumers to pay more for food due to increased costs. This can lead to food insecurity and other social and economic issues.
Hopes High For Crown

‘Fasching’ Fete Slated Feb. 11

‘Satchmo’ Makes Sweet Sounds

Youth Beat

Armistice Day Observance

Boy Scouts Set Theme

'Slow Down,' Champ Urges

City Marine Is ‘Honorman’ Of Recruit Training Group

OU States Talk Series

Annual Trip Plans Laid

Oklahoma City Events Calendar

St. Pat Day Plans Made

for modern people there's ONE modern way to advertise

The Oklahoma Journal

Direct Action

Classified Ad
City Sailor Survived Ship Fire

'43 Didn't Make It'


Physics Profs Try New Teaching Plan

College Men Are Offered More Money

3 Pilot Officers At Safety Meet

New Mustang School
Ancestor Tracing Tips Given

Ancestors Revealed

City School

Menus


Midwest City Menus

Monday: Roast beef with mashed potatoes and gravy. Tuesday: Pizza with garlic bread. Wednesday: Chicken alfredo with pasta. Thursday: Turkey sandwich with coleslaw. Friday: Fish and chips with mushy peas.

Mosburg Drive Head

Dear Head Mounted

The Mosburg Drive Head Mounted is a community gathering place for Mosburg residents. It offers a variety of activities, including social events, community meetings, and local history displays. The Head Mounted is located at 123 Main Street, and is open Monday through Friday from 9 AM to 5 PM. The Head Mounted staff can be reached at (555) 123-4567.

Midwest City Residents

Enjoy the amenities of Midwest City, a thriving community with a range of attractions and opportunities. From shopping and dining to cultural events and recreational activities, Midwest City offers something for everyone. For more information, visit www.mwcity.com or call (555) 123-4567.

Discounts

SAVE! MORE AT HUMPTY!

COLD TABLETS

Corticin

Hand & Body Moisturizer

Jergens

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL YOUR
PHOTOFINISHING
THRU TOP VALUE STAMPS!

Ancestor Tips

1. Gather information from family members.
2. Use online resources.
3. Visit historical archives.
4. Attend genealogy classes.
5. Join a genealogy society.

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors are a valuable part of our heritage. By tracing our family history, we can learn about our roots and connect with our past. Through research and documentation, we can uncover the stories of our ancestors and gain a deeper understanding of our family's history.

Ancestors Revealed

Residents of the Midwest City area have access to a range of resources for tracing family history. The local library offers a genealogy section, and the city hall has a community room where residents can gather and discuss family history.

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestral records can be challenging to find, but with persistence and determination, they can be uncovered. By exploring different sources and cross-referencing information, we can build a comprehensive family tree.

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestral records can also provide insights into historical events and cultural practices. By understanding the context in which our ancestors lived, we can gain a broader understanding of the world in which they existed.

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed

Ancestors Revealed
SAVE 50% AND MORE ON 461 ROLLS OF LABELED NYLON CARPET

YOU CAN CHOOSE ANY CARPET SHOWN IN ANY COLOR AND BUY IT FOR A FRACTION OF ITS TRUE RETAIL VALUE

HERE'S WHY WE FEEL SO SURE WE CAN SAVE YOU OVER 50% ON ANY PIECE OF THIS CARPET!

We were contacted by the world's largest carpet manufacturing company and offered their stock at 50% off. Several brand names are now available 50% below the regular cost. We were able to offer this exclusive purchase on your choice basis to make some of the most fantastic carpet prices ever made.

YOUR CHOICE $4.99 SQ. YD. WITH FREE PAD

BONUS! BONUS! BONUS! FREE CARPET CUSHION

Every yard is a labeled nylon carpet, but don't be alarmed, we've got one yard of every color at every price at every style in every length. Choose the style that's right for you and get one yard of any color at any price at any length for FREE. Some patterns are as low as 30¢ a yard, others as high as $3 a yard.

Some patterns are as low as 30¢ a yard, others as high as $3 a yard. So, if you're looking for a carpet that's going to last, you're going to find it here. We've got everything from the latest fashions to the most traditional styles. You can try them on, you can feel them, you can compare them. And you're going to be amazed at the prices.

Some patterns are as low as 30¢ a yard, others as high as $3 a yard. So, if you're looking for a carpet that's going to last, you're going to find it here. We've got everything from the latest fashions to the most traditional styles. You can try them on, you can feel them, you can compare them. And you're going to be amazed at the prices.

For Your Next Luncheon

For Your Next Luncheon

SNACK AIDS

Fancy Faire for Party Branch

Bacon, Eggs Mornay Ideal For Brunch Fare

Bacon, Eggs Mornay Ideal For Brunch Fare
Election Held at Jackson

Capitol 'Y' Drive Going

HAMS

AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

BANANAS

PRACTICE BOWLING LANES AVAILABLE DAILY

TABLES TURNED

CAPITOL HILL NEWS
'Twirl Week' Enslaves Boys

Copies of The Portland Journal are available at the newspaper office and at the agencies listed.
Need Seen For Water Pollution Commission

High Interest 'Disastrous' To Farm Income
Hopes High For Crown

'Sfasching' Fete Slated Feb. 11

'Oscar-winning' Sweet Sounds

Boy Scouts Set Theme

'Slow Down,' Champ Urges

Oklahoma City Events Calendar

City Marine Is 'Honorman' Of Recruit Training Group

OU Slate's Talk Series

Annual Trip Plans Laid

Oklahoma City Events Calendar
On Midwest Blvd. Between NE 10th & NE 23rd

$13,500 and up

On The Meadow

SCHOOLS SIDEWALKS
4 MILES TO TINKER A.F.B.

GI and FHA LOANS
UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Shopping Centers
Underground Utilities

CUSTOM BUILDING BY

ROLLING MEADOWS

Hoyt Brock
Don Fennell
Russell Shownalter
Chester Leonard